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LOGLINE
When abducted by a psychopath, a husband is taken on a road trip from hell
where he is subjected to three horrific tales of the macabre while his family is
held captive in an attached cargo trailer.

SYNOPSIS
When Michael wakes up he is horrified to find that he is riding shotgun with a
psychopath who reveals to him that his family is held captive in the attached
cargo trailer. The trailer is rigged to release a deadly toxin when triggered by
a switch in the car. Thinking of his family’s safety, he cooperates with
everything the psychotic driver asks him to do even if it means breaking the
law.
During this bizarre ride, the driver subjects Michael to three horrific tales of
the macabre including a demon that takes a mother on a journey of self
discovery and reveals to her the horrifying truth behind her son’s suicide. The
next tale transpires in the 80s where a Detective is hot on the trail of a serial
killer known as The Sledgehammer who is terrorizing a video store owner and
his wife.
In the final tale, an evil deity is using the human body as a host to possess its
victims. When the deity destroys one victim it jumps to another causing an
epidemic of possessions being reported.
With a burning desire for the truth behind his abduction and the safety of his
family, will Michael have the will to survive the madness? Your sanity will be
tried and tested in Terror Tales.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT- JIMMY LEE COMBS
ComCOMBS
Ask any horror fan their favorite horror anthology movie and most
likely you’ll hear Creepshow! It is certainly my favorite anthology and
is a big inspiration for me. While we can’t claim Terror Tales will be
the next Creepshow, not many horror anthologies can but we can
definitely say it is a love letter to Creepshow and horror anthologies of
yester year. You’ll especially witness this in our 80s inspire segment
called Radical Video.
There is a certain magic and energy to anthologies that take the
audience on a rollorcoaster of an experience as they invest in a variety
of stories and characters within a feature length run time.
Undoubtedly coming out of their experience with a favorite segment or
two… me personally, my favorite to make and watch is the Radical
Video segment. It is also my love letter to the old school video stores of
yesteryear that have all gone extinct.
When you grow up on horror films and develop a love for the genre it
creates an attachment that stays with you far into your adult years.
One of the biggest honors making Terror Tales was bringing in
extordinary talent both locally here in Colorado and from LA. It truly
is surreal feeling when you can work with many of your favorite
horror actors that you grew up watching.
Couldn’t be more proud of the iconic horror actors featured in Terror
Tales from the some of the genre’s hottest horror franchises. So sit
back, enjoy, turn the lights out and get ready to jump in your seats!
Will you survive the madness? –Jimmy Lee Combs

Laurene Landon- Ms. Tate

Lynn Lowry- Susan McKay

Tall, leggy and extremely well-built statuesque blonde actress Laurene
Landon has enlivened a bunch of hugely enjoyable movies with her spunky
energy, physical dexterity, bubbly, upbeat personality and considerable sex
appeal. She often portrays tough, two-fisted, no-nonsense action heroines
with a winning blend of fiery aplomb and cheerful good humor.

Lynn Lowry was born in 1947 in Illinois, but raised in Atlanta,
Georgia. She began acting professionally at age 17 in a theater
called Shawnee Summer Stock Theater. She relocated to New
York City in the late 1960s to pursue other acting jobs to
support her young son.

Born as Laurene Landon Coughlin in Toronto, Canada, Landon's family
moved to the United States when she was four. The 5'9" Landon starred as
"Molly", one of two female wrestlers, who are managed by 'Peter Falk', in
Robert Aldrich's uproariously raucous comedy, All the Marbles (1981). The
fiercely athletic and aggressive Landon also performed a lion's share of her
own stunts in the film. Landon was very funny as a daffy stewardess in
Airplane II: The Sequel (1982) and was excellent as Mike Hammer's loyal
secretary "Velda" in I, the Jury (1982).

Her first movie role was a small part in The Battle of Love's
Return (1971) which starred and was directed by Lloyd
Kaufman, who later founded the "Troma" independent film
company. Her next role was another small, uncredited part in I
Drink Your Blood (1970). Her next movie, playing a dual role
in Sugar Cookies (1973), which required her to act in the nude
for the first time, got her sex appeal.

Laurene was especially strong and impressive in two delightful
action/adventure features for director Matt Cimber: she's the titular rugged
warrior woman in Hundra (1983) and a gutsy half-Native American spitfire
in Yellow Hair and the Fortress of Gold (1984). Landon was once again, on
the money, effective and engaging as courageous policewoman "Teresa
Mallory" in the terrific Maniac Cop (1988) and its superior 1990 sequel,
Maniac Cop 2 (1990). After a regrettably lengthy absence from acting,
Laurene made a return to screen with a sizable co-starring part in the
Masters of Horror (2005) episode,
Masters of Horror: Pick Me Up (2006), Samurai Cop 2: Deadly Vengeance
opposite Tommy Wiseau (The Disaster Artist, The Room), Sky opposite
Norman Reedus, Diane Kruger, Lou Diamond Phillips and Lena Dunham,
Day Out of Days opposite Melanie Griffith and Eddie Izzard, and the
upcoming Nation's Fire opposite Bruce Dern and Gil Bellows.

Score (1974) came next which was a X-rated, soft-core, semidocumentary flick which brought on more sex appeal for
Lowry's character. Her next role was one of her best in playing
"Kathy", a neurotic character in George A. Romero's The
Crazies (1973), an action-horror flick filmed in rural
Pennsylvania near Pittsburgh. She then was cast for a recurring
part in the TV series How to Survive a Marriage (1974). She
was also cast for a part in David Cronenberg's horror flick
Shivers (1975).
After another minor part in Fighting Mad (1976) and a few
other movies, Lowry moved to Los Angeles in the early 1980s
where, after a slow start, she began acting in the local theater,
and occasional movie roles. Most recently, she has been
performing on stage as a singer in singing old folk songs and
show tunes with her own band.

Jonathan Tiersten- The Sledgehammer

Yan Birch- Satan

Jonathan Tiersten, born in Queens and raised in New York City and
Northern New Jersey, Tiersten has been involved in both music and
acting since his teens. Tiersten, who studied French horn and guitar
when he was growing up, was still a teenager when, in 1983, he
played Ricky Thomas in Robert Hiltzik's cult horror film Sleepaway
Camp.

The son of a Swedish Actor-Comedian, Producer, Director and Musician;
music and the arts were a natural part of Yan Birch's life, surrounding him
throughout his early childhood. He learned to play the flute and trumpet at a
tender age, and his passion for acting led him to the stage as a young child,
appearing in several plays, including "Miss Julie", by August Strindberg.

Tiersten went on to study acting at New York Universitys prestigious
Circle in the Square Theater School (where one of his classmates was
future "Saturday Night Live" cast member Molly Shannon), and in
1987, he had a principal role in the Emmy-winning ABC after-school
special "Seasonal Differences" (which also starred Uta Hagen, Melba
Moore, Gabrielle Carteris and Frank Whaley).
It was also in the late 1980s that Tiersten had a part on the NBC soap
opera "Another World." As a singer/songwriter, Tiersten made his
presence felt on the Greenwich Village folk-rock/roots rock circuit in
the late 1980s and early 1990s as one-half of the acoustic duo The
Magic Box.

With talent, experience, unending support from his family, and maybe a little
genetic determination to perform, Yan swiftly obtained acting parts in music
videos and commercials, working with people like Billy Idol, David Fincher,
Mark Rezyka and Mickey Rourke before landing his first American feature
roles in Slumber Party Massacre III (1990), and The Runestone (1991). From
these, he was flown to Italy where he landed a starring role in the feature film
"Scrondo" and several other Italian television shows.
In 1991, Yan got a major part in Wes Craven's cult horror film The People
Under the Stairs (1991), as "The Stairmaster." While his love for the fun of
working on Horror and Science Fiction films took him on a road through the
underground, his acting ability landed him the steadier roles in two popular
network daytime soaps Santa Barbara (1984) and The Young and the Restless
(1973). Yan capitalized on his Swedish good looks, and his menacing
appearance, playing both a sensitive health club owner and a mobster, while
working to better his craft in this different media.
After working on a few more Indy films like Cyber Bandits (1995) together
with Grace Jones, Alexandra Paul, Martin Kemp and Adam Ant, helmed by
Erik Fleming and Sucker (1998) written and directed by Hans Rodionoff, in
1999 Yan received a phone call from Chuck Russell and was offered the role
of the "Guardian Angel" in Paramount's Bless the Child (2000). Directed by
Chuck Russell and starring Kim Basinger, Jimmy Smits, Christina Ricci and
Rufus Sewell. Since then, Yan has appeared in several more independent
films including Essence of Echoes (2002) and Ghost Rock (2003). Yan also has
a recurring role on Spelling television's hit series Charmed (1998) on WB, as
"Kane" - the head of the Warlocks.
Yan continues to expand his professional career while soaking up life's
experiences like a sponge. His range and ability as an Actor and Producer
continue to grow as he applies himself, and all that he is, to his roles and
projects. Embracing every challenge with his eternal positive energy, inner
peace, and great style, he has certainly come a long way since his first days

Ari Lehman- Edmond Blackburn

Felissa Rose- Witch

Ari Lehman is the actor/singer who has the unique honor of having
played the role of the First Jason Voorhees in the Paramount Classic
Horror Film "Friday the 13th" (1980). The original "Boy In The Lake"
himself, Ari played a crucial role in the film's famous final scene, in
which he suddenly emerges from the icy waters of Crystal Lake.
Working with Special Effects Master Tom Savini at an early age gave
Ari a deep appreciation for the Horror Greats including Lon Chaney,
Bela Lugosi, Boris Karloff and Vincent Price. Since 2009, Ari records
and tours the US and Europe with his Horror Rock Band, First Jason,
based in Chicago.

Felissa Rose Esposito grew up in New York always wanting to perform.
At the age of 13, she landed the role of Angela in the cult film Sleepaway
Camp (1983). At the age of 17, she applied for early admission to New
York University's Tisch School of the Arts and was admitted that fall.
Attending The Lee Strasberg institute, she began formal training as a
serious actress.

A native New Yorker, Ari grew up in Westport, CT, where he trained in
Classical music and Jazz Piano. Recognized at an early age for his
musical abilities, Ari was presented with an All-State Award for
Excellence in Jazz Piano and a generous scholarship to Berklee School
of Music by the famous jazz educator, Dr. Billy Taylor.
Also actively engaged in performance and theatre, Ari heard about an
audition being held in Westport, for a new movie, "Manny's Orphan's",
about a group of inner-city orphans who play Soccer, directed by Sean S.
Cunnngham. Ari snuck into the audition and landed the 80-line role of
"Roger", a pre-pubescent comic character who is obsessed with girls.
This role led to Ari getting the call to play Jason Voorhees in "Friday the
13th" from Sean S. Cunningham himself, who famously asked him "Can
you swim?", Ari replied "Yes!" and the rest is Horror History.
After the release of "Friday the 13th", Ari returned to New York City
where he studied Jazz Piano in its breeding ground with the great
Joanne Brackeen and enrolled in NYU studying Big Band Orchestration
and Jazz Piano with recognized Masters Jim McNeely and Vladmir
Shafranov. Interestingly, Ari's career led him to become a prominent
touring Keyboardist for some of the top names in Reggae and African
music, with whom he toured throughout the US, Europe and West
Africa, working for Bob Marley's own Tuff Gong Records and Interscope
Records.

Performing in plays around Manhattan put her hard work to the test.
Felissa played Denise Savage in Savage in "Limbo," Karen in "Phone
Sex," Renée in David Henry Hwang's "M.Butterfly," Willie in "This
Property is Condemned," Desdemona in William Shakespeare's "Othello,"
and many more. Film work includes Woody Allen's Another Woman
(1988), Pain and Suffering, The Night We Never Met (1993), and MTV's
The Party Phone Series opposite Adam Sandler. She is currently working
with NY Dinner Theater and plays Louise in Disorganized Crime as well
as pursuing TV and film work.

Christopher Showerman- The Driver
Christopher Showerman was born on June 24, 1971 in Jackson, Michigan,
USA as Christopher Clare Showerman. He is an actor and producer,
known for George of the Jungle 2 (2003), Big Game (2008) and Radio
America (2015). Christoper can also be seen on the hit TV Shows:
Supergirl, Agents of S.H.E.I.L.D., CSI Miami and Scorpion.

Jonathan Tiersten- The Sledgehammer

Helene Udy- Sonya Hamilton

Jonathan Tiersten, born in Queens and raised in New York City and
Northern New Jersey, Tiersten has been involved in both music and acting
since his teens. Tiersten, who studied French horn and guitar when he was
growing up, was still a teenager when, in 1983, he played Ricky Thomas in
Robert Hiltzik's cult horror film Sleepaway Camp.

Born in Albuquerque, New Mexico, but a dual citizen
with a British passport, Helene Udy is best known for
playing edgy, rough hewn and often sympathetic
portrayals of misunderstood characters's the most of
which to date is the series regular prostitute "Myra" on
the popular CBS TV Western Dr. Quinn Medicine
Woman.

Tiersten went on to study acting at New York Universitys prestigious
Circle in the Square Theater School (where one of his classmates was
future "Saturday Night Live" cast member Molly Shannon), and in 1987,
he had a principal role in the Emmy-winning ABC after-school special
"Seasonal Differences" (which also starred Uta Hagen, Melba Moore,
Gabrielle Carteris and Frank Whaley).
It was also in the late 1980s that Tiersten had a part on the NBC soap opera
"Another World." As a singer/songwriter, Tiersten made his presence felt
on the Greenwich Village folk-rock/roots rock circuit in the late 1980s and
early 1990s as one-half of the acoustic duo The Magic Box.

Ashley Park- Alisha Harding
A working actress, host and producer in Los Angeles,
Ashley Park has starred in several feature films and most
recently appeared on the TV series Rosewood (FOX), as
well as Days of our Lives (NBC) and This Just In (Pop
TV). Ashley is the producer of Surviving Theater 9
(Official Tribeca Film Festival Selection) and Lucky's
Clinic. She is also a recent MBA graduate and the
founder of Ashley Park Productions. A former Miss Asia
USA, Miss Korea USA and competitive athlete, Ashley is
passionate about nurturing stories that challenge and
inspire. Her commitment to social advocacy and
education through film is ongoing.

One of two daughters, Helene began her acting career as a
child in Canadian shows for the CBC, CTV and Global
Canadian television networks. She studied at Montreal's
Dome Theater school and pursued a degree in film at
Montreal's Dawson College, while continuing her acting
career in Canadian movies (such as Pick-up Summer
(1980), My Bloody Valentine (1981), Pin (1988), The
Dead Zone (1983), Hog Wild (1980)), before moving to
New York for her soap series gig on As the World Turns
(1956).
In Los Angeles, among the plays Helene has produced
and directed, "Out in America", by Canadian writer Katie
Ford, won several prestigious Backstage West Awards for
Production and Direction. And Rehab the Musical won
the Hollywood Fringe Festival 2010.While working as a
series regular on the CBS series, Dr. Quinn, Medicine
Woman (1993), Helene formed "Fatty Pictures" (later
known as "5k-Films") and began to produce and direct
feature films.
She has three independent movies to her credit to date
("The Last Blue Day", If Tomorrow Comes (2000),
"Employee of the Month"). and a documentary feature
film (on malaria), with Dr. D. Rutledge Taylor, which
took her to Africa and Malaysia in 2005.

Jimmy Lee Combs- Director, Writer, Producer,
Director of Photography, Editor
Jimmy Lee’s passion for cinema at a very young age paved the
way for his inevitable acting and filmmaking career. He began
taking acting classes and his first experience on a film set was
“The Surfer King” (2006) starring Alan Thicke, Lindsay
Wagner and Gabriel Iglesias.
During his time on set, he developed a fascination for what
goes on behind the camera and over the years has taken on
positions such as production assistant, producer and assistant
director to gain experience.
With a drive to tell stories and make movies, Jimmy Lee
founded Heart and Fire Productions in 2006 with the focus on
story, characters and entertainment through a diversity of
genres.
With his creative partners Kevon Ward and Stefan Knowles,
Heart and Fire Productions has built a solid SFX team
emphasizing the use of practical effects but believes in the
marriage of both practical and CGI with today’s technology to
deliver the ultimate viewing experience to their audience.
Jimmy Lee has made several short films, one of which was for
the 48 Hour Film Project in 2012, another for the “ABC’s of
Death 2” competition (2013) and one for the Horror Block/Rue
Morgue Magazine Short Film Fest competition (2015). Hans
Crippleton: Talk to the Hans (2014) marks Jimmy Lee’s
feature film debut.
Jimmy Lee also founded the Unity Film Festival in 2013
which unites filmmakers, actors and industry professionals to
celebrate independent filmmaking.

Kevon Ward- SFX Artist
Kevon Ward was born and raised in Rock Springs, WY. Growing up, he
always had a passion for entertainment. He began writing stories and
creating home movies at a young age. Pursuing the love for the craft, he
became active in art and theatre during high school, portraying a variety of
roles from drama to comedy.
Through set building and makeup, Kevon worked for a variety of haunted
houses which likewise called for actors. Kevon gave haunted house acting
a shot and so through scaring and creeping, he was back at it acting. His
passions were reignited. Once graduating college in 2009, Kevon had two
ambitions to feed (SFX and acting.) Kevon began to offer his acting for
various independent film work such as The Good Neighbor, Wash Park,
Reign of the Vampire and A Story in Black and White. Kevon hopes to
further develop as both an artist and actor. He hopes to play characters
from all varieties and further hone his work as a special effects artist with
any and all challenges to come.
Kevon put acting temporally to rest when he moved out to Denver at the
age of 18 to attend the Art Institute of Colorado. During the course of his
study, he became involved with the world of Special Effects (from set
design to fabrication to specialty makeup).
Kevon maintained film ventures while still working primarily as SFX
fabricator for several haunted houses such as Primitive Fear, The 13th
Floor, The Asylum, Rob Zombie's Great American Nightmare, Bennett's
Curse, and Mile High Farms among others. While employed at Primitive
Fear, Kevon developed his iconic character Hans Crippleton (a satire on
backwoods horror) which later manifested into an eponymously titled
feature film Hans Crippleton: Talk to the Hans.
He became active in local film work such as Gray Matter, Crustacean and
White Orb where he created a variety of creature makeups, animatronics
and props, all the while squeezing in as many auditions as possible.
With this personal film commitment at hand, Kevon worked as writer,
producer, lead actor and primary SFX artist for multiple zombies,
monsters and other cooky characters on Hans Crippleton: Talk to the
Hans. Kevon's love for the artistry behind a work of film thrives stronger
than ever.

Kevin Wilson- Sound Mixer
Accredited as an editor with multiple projects
listed on IMDb, Kevin D Wilson is creative
within the Post-Production world but with the
mindset of a producer. After starting his
Studio at a young age, Kevin has gone to work
on many Feature Length films, as well as
creating promotional material for prestigious
companies worldwide.
From an early Age telling stories, putting on
shows for his family and neighbors and
creating small home movies, which he would
edit via two VCRs, have always fascinated
him. During High School Kevin took this
passion to a deeper level and enrolled in the
video production class. After working his way
up the ranks, becoming the lead editor for the
school, which led him to work his first
professional production job with the Sheriff’s
Department.
He then continued his education at the
Colorado Film School, which honed his skills
evolving his status from a film student into a
filmmaker with many projects and jobs outside
of the school setting. His company has
continued to grow, working with many
Directors and companies helping them tell their
story.
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